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Abstract—Stochastic comparison  has been an important 

direction  of research in various area. This can be done by the use of 
the notion of stochastic ordering which gives  qualitatitive rather than 
purely quantitative estimation of the system under study. In this 
paper we present applications of comparison based uncertainty 
related to entropy  in Reliability analysis, for example to design 
better systems. These results can be used as a priori information in 
simulation studies.  
 

Keywords—Uncertainty, Stochastic comparison, Reliability, 
serie’s system, imperfect repair.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
HIS paper describes an approach to the comparison of 
reliability models. This can be done by using the notion of 

some partial stochastic ordering (it is a binary relation which 
is reflexive, transitive and anti-symetric). Indeed it is often 
easy to make value judgements when such ordering exists. In 
this paper, we consider partial ordering defined on the set ℑ   
(or its suitable subsets) of all distribution functions real-valued 
random variables. For example, if X  and Y are two variables 
with their distribution function F and G  satisfying 

)()( xGxF ≤ for every x , then we say that X  is 
stochastically larger than Y ( We write GSTF ≥  or 

YSTX ≥ ). It must be noted that even X  and Y  have been 
defined on the same probability space, we can have the anti-
symetry holding for F and G  without it necessarly being the 
case that X  and Y  have are the same random variables. 
However, stochastic ordering between two distributions, if it 
holds is more informative than simply comparing their means 
or dispersions only. Thus the proposed approach leads to more 
qualitative rather than purely quantitaive estimation of the 
system under study. For example, such an approach can be 
used to design better system. Since an agent can find two 
situations incomparable, then one situation may be better in 
some stochastic sense but worse in another.  
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In economic theory, this is known as the first-order 
stochastic dominance and is denoted by GFSDF ≥ .  There is 
a growth literature on stochastic comparability (or dominance) 
and various stochastic orders have been introduced , most of 
theim can be found in the monograph by Shaked & 
Shanthikumar [6]. Almost all existing partial orders known in 
the literature are described in terms of ageing properties. In 
this paper we  use a partial order based on uncertainty in the 
sense of differential entropy. Moreover, we can use the terms 
more variable, riskier, and more uncertain synonomously, 
althougt the term more variable is related to some specific 
variability orders.  

In this paper we show conditions under which the 
reliabilities of two different systems are comparable in terms 
of their uncertainty. In particular, the reliability of an 
unknown system can be compared (in terms of their 
uncertainty) to a more simple one.  

The paper is organized as follows. In the following section 
we describe the “Less Uncertainty” order and some of its 
properties. In the following section we present notations and 
preliminary definitions about reliability objects under study. 
In section 3, we describe the “less uncertainty” order (or LU-
order) and some of its properties.  In section 4  we give 
conditions for comparability of series’s systems in the LU-
order sense. Section 5 concerns similar results for the 
imperfect repair process. Finally in section 6, we give some 
simple inequality and bounds.  

II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS   
S = the component (or the system) under study: it can be a   
technical system or a biological system. 
X = Non negative random variable representing the failure 

time of  S    
)()( tXPtF ≤=  Probability distribution function (PDF) of  

X  
)()( tXPtF >=  tail of F  interpreted as reliability (or 

survival) function 
)(')( tFtf =  density of F  (provided it exists) 

)(
)()(

tF
tftF =λ = failure (or hazard) rate; also called failure 

risk. 
tXtX −=  (given )tX > is the residual lifetime of a 

component of age t  
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)(
)()/(

tF
xtFtxF +

=  =Reliability of tX  

)/()( tXttXEtF >−=μ =Mean residual lifetime function. 
Y  lifetime of another component (or system) with 
characteristics )(),(),(),(),( tGtGtgtGtG μλ   

 

III. COMPARISON BASED UNCERTAINTY 
It is well known that we can define an uncertainty measure 

for probability distribution function F  via differential entropy 
[4]. 

( )∫
∞

−=−=
0

)()()()( XLogfEdxxLogfxffH  

which is commonly referred to Shannon information measure. 
The entropy is interpreted as the expected uncertainty 
contained in )(xf   about the predictability of an outcome of 

.X  That is , it measures concentration of probabilities: low 
entropy distributions are more concentrated, hence more 
informative than higher ones. In this sense the entropy can be 
used for qualitative studies. Now in Reliability and Survival 
Analysis, Insurance, we have some additionnal information 
about the current age of the component S under study and we 
must reevalute the uncertainty of the remaining lifetime of S . 

The uncertainty of residual lifetime distribution of 
component S  with PDF F  can be defined as [4] 

∫
∞

−=
0 )(

)(
)(
)();( dx

tF
xfLog

tF
xftfH  

or  

∫
∞

−=
t

dxxLogfxf
tF

tfH )()(
)(

11);(  

which can be seen as a dynamic measure of uncertainty about 
.S  associated to its lifetime distribution.  
In other words, );( tfH   measures the expected uncertainty 

contained in conditional density of the residual  lifetime tX   
of a component of age t  i.e. given tX > . In this sense 

);( tfH  measures the concentration of conditional probability 
distributions. Note finally that the dynamic entropy of a new 
component (of age 0) )()0;( fHfH =   is the ordinary 
Shannon entropy and that the function );( tfH  uniquely 

determines the reliability function F  or the PDF F . 
We can now define the uncertainty ordering [4]. The non 

negative random variable X have less uncertainty than Y , we 
note YLUX , if 0),;();( ≥∀≤ ttgHtfH . It is some denoted 
by YLUX . 

If X and Y  are the lifetimes of two components S and 'S  
and if YLUX , then the expected uncertainty contained in the 
conditional density of  tX  about the predictability of the 
residual lifetime of the first component S is less than expected 

uncertainty contained in the the conditional density of tY  
about the remaining lifetime of the second component 'S . 

Note that the usual stochastic orderings used in the 
literature can be interpreted in terms of ageing properties and 
in general there is no relation between these orderings and the 
above defined uncertainty order. So intuitively speaking, the 
better system is the system which lives longer and there is less 
uncertainty about its residual lifetime. This motivates the 
introduction [5] of several definitions of preference based on 
ageings and on uncertainty. This aspect is not considered here.  

If the function );( tfH  is decreasing (increasing) in 0≥t , 
then the corresponding PDF F  is called DURL (IURL): F  
has decreasing (increasing) uncertainty of residual life.   If a 
component has a survival PDF belonging to the class DURL, 
then as the component ages the conditional probability density 
function becomes more informative. The exponential 
distribution is the only continuous distribution which is both 
DURL and IURL. 

 
Example: Consider the survival function [5] 
 

⎪
⎪

⎩
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⎪

⎨

⎧
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=
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We can easily compute  
 

⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩
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⎪

⎨
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This function is plotted on the Fig. 1 below.  
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Fig. 1 Dynamic entropy );( tfH of example 1 

 
It can be proved that indeed F  is DURL.  
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In the sequel, we need the following results [4] which gave 
criterion of LU-comparability.  

Let X  and Y  be the lifetime of two components (or 
systems) with distribution functions F  and G . 

 
Lemma 1. [4]. Assume that  

(i)  For  any ,0≥t  

txxGLog
tG

xFLog
tF

≥∀≥ ),(
)(

1)(
)(

1 λλ  

 
(ii) F  is IFR  
 
Then YLUX ≤ . 
 
The random variable X  is said to be smaller than the 

random variable Y , we note YFRX ≤ , if and only if 
)(
)(

xG
xF  

decreases over the union of the support of  X  and Y  or 
equivalently 0),()( ≥∀≥ xxGxF λλ . 

 
Lemma 2.  Let 

   (i)  
)(
)(

xG

xF
λ
λ

 be a non-decreasing function in  x  

(ii) F  is DFR  
 
(iii) YFRX ≤  
Then YLUX ≤ . 
 
Lemma 3. Let  YFRX ≤  and let F  or G  be DFR. Then 

YLUX ≤ . 

IV. COMPARISON OF  SYSTEMS IN SERIES 
Recall that a system of n  components in series functions if 

all components function and it fails when the first of theim 
fails [1,2]. Assume that component iN°  has lifetime 

niX ,...,2,1, = , then the whole system lifetime is  
),...,2,1min( nXXXZ =  

If the components are statistically independent, then it is 
easy to compute the system reliability 

∏
=

=
n

i
tiFtSF

1
)()(  

where )(tiF  is the reliability of the i-th component. 
The situation is more complex in the case of lack of 

knowledge about statistical properties of the component 
reliabilities.  So, we are now interested in the comparison 
(relatively to the order LU≤ ) of  systems with such serie’s 
configurations.  

For 2,1=k , let kS  be two independent systems having the 
same configuration with components in series, the component 
lifetimes being kiX ,  and the corresponding failure rates 

nik
i ,...,2,1,)( =λ . As above, we denote by kZ  the lifetime of 

.2,1, =kkS   
Recall that a distribution function F  has an increasing 

(decreasing) failure rate distribution if )(tλ  is an increasing 
(decreasing) function. We say that F  is IFR (DFR). The 
exponential distribution is the only continuous distribution 
which is both IFR and DFR. 

 
Proposition 1.  If all components of the first system are 

IFR and if for any 0≥t  

      

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

∫ ∑
=

∫ ∑
=≥

∑
=

∑
=

x n

i
xi

x n

i
xi

n

i
xiLog

n

i
xiLog

0 1
)()1(

0 1
)()1(

exp

1
)()1(

1
)()1(

λ

λ

λ

λ
, tx ≥∀             (1) 

Then the lifetime 1Z  of the first system has less uncertainty 
than the lifetime 2Z  of the second one i.e. 21 ZLUZ ≤ . 

 
Proof.  Since the systems are in series, it follows that  
 

( )knXkXkXkZ ,,...,,2,,1min= , 2,1=k  

 
It is well known that the reliability is related to the failure rate 
as follow 

 

ni
x

dxxk
ixk

iF ,...,2,1,
0

)()(exp)()( =
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
∫−= λ , then the 

inequality  (1)   insure that conditions of lemma 1 holds.  
 
Proposition 2.  Assume that all components of the first 

system are DFR and that the ratio  
 

∑
=

∑
=
n

i
xi

n

i
xi

1
)()1(

1
)()1(

λ

λ
 

is non-decreasing in x. Then the   lifetime of the first system 
has less uncertainty than the lifetime of the second one i.e. 

21 ZLUZ ≤ . 
 
Proof. Since all components of the first system are 

comparable in failure rate ordering and since this order is 
closed under the operation of taking minimum [6]. Then 

21 ZFRZ ≤ . Next, the lifetime of the first system is DFR 
since this class is stable under minimum operation. Our 
assertion follows now from lemma2.  
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V. IMPERFECT REPAIR 

The model considered here is related to the well-known 
model of “minimal repair at failure” [3] which has been 
considered in renewall Theory and reliability theory. It has 
been shown that this process is of increasing uncertainty 
according to our order of uncertainty. Here, we compare two 
such imperfect repair processes according to the ordering 
based uncertainty.  

Assume that a system (or an item) is repaired at failure. 
With probability p  it is returned to the as-good-as-new state 
(perfect repair), with probability pq −= 1  it is returned to the 
functionning state, but it is only as good as a system (item) of 
age aqual to its age at failure (imperfect repair). Thus if F  is 
the failure-time distribution until a perfect repair, then the 
failure-time distribution following imperfect repair for a 
system which fails at age s  is given by 

)(
)()()(

tF
stFstFtSXP +

==>  

We assume that the repair time is negligible. A perfect 
repair is assumed to take place at time 0. For 1=p  we obtain 
the ordinary renewal process with underlying distribution F . 
The case 0=p corresponds to a non-homogenous Poisson 
process in which the intensity function equal the failure rate 
function )(tFλ  of F . The choice 10 << p  leads to a non 
trivial process in which the time epochs of perfect repairs are 
regeneration points. The interval between successive 
regeneration points is the waiting time for a perfect repair 
starting with a new system.  

Let pF denote the waiting-time distribution for a perfect 

repair starting with a new component and pλ  denote its 

failure rate function. Then it can be shown [4] that (i) 

)()( tptp λλ = ; (ii) )()( tpFtpF = . 

Consider now another scenario in which the waiting-time 
distribution for a perfect repair is defined by the probability q  

rather than p . Denote by )()( tqFtqF =  and )()( tqtq λλ =  

the corresponding survival distribution and failure rate 
function.  

 
Proposition 3.  Consider  two imperfect processes with 

parameters p  and q with the same underlying distribution F . 
If 

 
(i) pq ≤ ; 
(ii) F  is IFR 
 
Then  the waiting time for a perfect repair p , has less 

uncertainty than with a probability q i.e. qXLUpX ≤ . 

 
Proof . It is easy to see that the first condition (i) of lemma 

2 holds since the ratio 
q
p

xq

xp
=

)(

)(

λ

λ
 is constant thus non-

decreasing function in x. The condition (i) above insure that 
qXFRpX ≤ , and the conditions of lemma 2 are satisfied.  

 
Proposition 4. Under the condition of proposition 3, and if 

(i) F  is IFR; 

(ii) 0≥∀t , 
)()(
)()(

)(
)(

xqF

xpF
xLogqLog
xLogpLog

≥
+
+

λ
λ

 for all tx ≥ . 

Then qXLUpX ≤ . 

 
These conditions are given by lemma 1.  

VI. SOME USEFUL BOUNDS 
Based on the above discussion, we can derive some useful 

conclusions about quantitative and/or qualitative properties of 
several stochastic models.  

 
Proposition 5. Mixture of exponential distributions is of 

increasing uncertainty.  
 
Proof. Indeed , let iX , ni ,...,2,1=  be independent random 

variables exponentially distributed at rate nii ,...,2,1, =λ  and 
consider the mixture W  of nXXX ,...,2,1  with density  

∑
=

≤≤=
n

i
ixifixWf

1
10),()( αα . From [2], the random 

variable W  with such density is DFR,  thus IURL[5].  
 
Such a bound is interesting for the estimation of ruin 

probability in insurance and waiting time process in Queueing 
theory. This is the subject of further studies.  

 
Proposition 6. If F  is DFR, then the underlying random 

variable pX  corresponding to the imperfect repair is such 

that pXLUX ≤ . 

 
Proposition 7. If pF  is DURL, then the uncertainty of 

residual lifetime of the imperfect repair is bounded above by  
 

( )tLogpLogtpH λ−−≤ 1)(  

This is a convenient and simple bound which comes from a 
similar result of [5]. 
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Fig. 2 Upper bound on entropy for 5.0;2.0=p and 9.0  

 
The above Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the upper bound 

on )(tpH  for different values of 2.0=p , 5.0=p ,  9.0=p  

when the failure rate is fixed.  
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